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Abstract. Nearby late-B and early-A stars show clear IS absorptions in Mg II, C II and other lines (IUE spectra). Some of them, in the Sco Cen direction, also show absorption features at C IV and Si IV line wavelengths. We discuss the possible formation of these lines in an intermediate temperature gas region between the dense and cold H I wall and the hot ISM, a region that could be the collision interaction between the Local Bubble and the Loop I supershell. Some individual stellar spectra are presented and discussed.

1 The Observations

A sample of late-B and early-A stars in the direction of the Loop I were observed at high resolution by IUE some years ago (Freire Ferrero 1988). The stars of the sample are not known as been shell, Ae/Be or peculiar ones, and their spectral type is suitable to search for IS high ionized species because they have neither chromosphere nor corona (Freire Ferrero 1986 and references therein), and have in general high rotational velocities allowing to distinguish between broad stellar lines (enlarged by rotation) and sharp IS lines. Nevertheless, a very careful analysis of the UV stellar spectra must be done because metallic lines produce strong stellar spectral blends at the C IV and Si IV wavelengths (Kurucz 1974, Hubený et al. 1986, Freire Ferrero 1986). Typical spectra in the C IV and Si IV spectral regions are shown in Fig. 1 for HD 119921 and HD 119361: we see large spectral features due to photospheric metallic blends and a very narrow component displaced a little from the line wavelength of C IV and Si IV doublets at the stellar reference frame. The displacements for both lines of the doublets are more or less the same. As we can see, the displayed spectra for both stars are practically the same but the stars are at different distances from the Sun.

From the measures of the residual absorption we can estimate column densities for C IV and Si IV species:

\[ N(\text{C IV}) \approx 1.3 \times 10^{13} \pm 0.3 \times 10^{13} \, \text{cm}^{-2} \text{ or } \log N(\text{C IV}) \approx 13.1 \pm 0.1 \]

\[ N(\text{Si IV}) \approx 7.5 \times 10^{12} \pm 2.5 \times 10^{12} \, \text{cm}^{-2} \text{ or } \log N(\text{Si IV}) \approx 12.85 \pm 0.15 \]
2 Discussion and Conclusions

Classical interpretation of similar spectra (for example from Be stars, Bruhweiler et al. 1989) attribute these absorption features to shells around these single stars. Nevertheless, it becomes difficult to support that shells give spectral signatures only in UV Si IV and C IV and not in the visible (Hα emission or absorption, metallic lines; Jaschek et al. 1988).

Indeed, the fact to consider the observed asymmetric features as entirely due to C IV and Si IV lines can mislead us because they can be interpreted as produced by stellar winds, which could be used as an argument for the presence of some kind of circumstellar (CS) matter around the stars. In fact, the broad features are simply photospheric metallic line blends (without any or very little C IV and Si IV contributions) as we mentioned before, and only the residual narrow absorption can have a non-stellar origin.

Deriving abundances from the broad features assuming that are only due to C IV and Si IV leads evidently to overabundances relative to normal IS abundances. Instead, values from the residual narrow absorptions lead to reasonable values.

Some differences were observed for some stars, between two IUE spectra taken at different epochs. But superposition of these spectra show clearly that the variations are of the same order as the IUE noise. Variability is sometimes interpreted as a qualitative characteristic of shell spectra even if now it could also be admitted for IS absorptions (Frisch 1995).

Even though IS and CS lines could be difficult to disentangle, the above discussion favors the IS interpretation for the narrow C IV and Si IV features observed. In addition, plotting the observed stars in galactic coordinates and taking into account the best estimated parallaxes, we discover that the observed IS absorptions are not randomly distributed. In fact (Fig. 2) IS absorptions are concentrated into the direction of the Loop I structure. Recent